You will need:
- scissors
- glue
- green, grey and pink colouring pencils
- double-sided tape.

What to do:
1 Colour both halves of the beak and the inside of the mouth pink. Colour the round patches on the face grey. Leave the small circles around the eyes white, but colour the rest of the snapper green.
2 Cut out the greenfinch snapper.
3 Fold the snapper along the dotted lines with the coloured area facing outwards. Make sure you fold across the middle of the mouth too.
4 Apply glue as marked. Match A and B glued sections under the head and beak, squeezing to stick in place.
5 Inside both halves of the beak where circles are marked, stick a piece of double-sided tape. Put your fingers on the tape and start snapping!
Greenfinch

Like all finches, the greenfinch has a beak that is specially designed to eat seeds. They pick the seed with their beak and then crack it open with their jaw. The tough husk part on the outside of the seed comes off, so the greenfinch can eat the inside of the seed, called the kernel.